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GM’s  Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Speedhound 016 458 4721
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Rupiah   012 410 6231
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2505
Date: 13 February 2020
Bunny: Chinese New Year Committee
Runsite: Bee Gallery

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

A good turnout for the CNY run at Bee Gallery, with around 2/3 the membership 
turning up as well as 2 guests. The run was good (more of  that later from Lucy), 
the food all home cooked was delicious and plentiful and the beer was subsidized. 
Many thanks to the CNY Organising Committee headed by Silent Man who not 
only set the run but did much of  the cooking himself  too!! It was a great evening 
and we stayed until the very end when the beer ran out!!!

Next Week we are at Batu Gantung,  
for W’Anchor’s Run,

Please come and support 
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Hareline 2020
Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
2507 27-2-20 Bibi Tulips Behind Island Resort
2508 5-3-20 AGM Charlie’s Market
2509 12-3-20 Pussycat TBA
2510 19-3-20 Mission Impossible TBA
2511 26-3-20 No Choice TBA
2512 2-4-20 Bommy TBA
2513 9-4-20 Juliana Lopes A. TBA
2514 16-4-20 Committee Run TBA
2515 23-4-20 Mem Sahib TBA
2516 30-4-20 Lucy Hughes TBA
2517 7-5-20 Rebecca Roberts TBA
2518 14-5-20 Biking Sheila TBA
2519 21-5-20 Miss Bollywood TBA
2520 28-5-20 Imposter TBA
2521 4-6-20 Puki Merah TBA
2522 11-6-20 Linda Goh TBA
2523 18-6-20 Silent Man TBA
2524 25-6-20 Justbeer TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be
Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.

I’m sorry if  you think your run has come around very quickly but it cannot be 
helped since we have more leave than join and of  those leaving a number had 
runs early in the year. We are also adding in a number of  Committee Runs to 
stretch out the run frequency.

SUBS FOR 2020 are due!!! Please pay early so that we know how many members 
we have and can fix the hareline as mentioned above. If  you are not going to be a 
member this year we would also like to know. Many thanks. 
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Circle 

Burst by Lucy 

1. Welcome to the guests. Volker and Woodpecker. It’s always great to see you 
both.
2. The GM then put Juliana on ice. She was very keen before Christmas but had 
been MIA since then. It was good to see her back once again.
3. Karlein was next on the ice. She has been running as a guest but decided to 
join this week so she becomes our newest member for 2020. Welcome
4. A CFTF by the General and Speed Hound saw the GM on ice. They com-
plained that the GM was back to telling longwinded Grandmother stories at the 
opening circle when everyone wanted to get going!

This week’s Chinese New Year run was a perfect mix of  virgin trail, Mt Olivia 
and Angpau. Setting off  from Bee Gallery we went in between Mt Olivia and the 
Botanical Gardens. The combination of  steep ups, a lot of  leaves and an earlier 
downpour of  rain made for a slippery ‘trip’ (quite literally) up the mountain. Af-
ter going off  paper and heading up instead of  down after about 15 minutes in, 
this was quickly rectified and we happily followed paper for the remainder of  the 
run. We scrambled up and down, across hill sides, over creeks...and even hit trail 
for an exciting few minutes before heading back into the virgin jungle again. It 
was a great longer run with the first popping out after about an hour and despite 
the cut hands and bruised bums (well mine were at least) all enjoyed the run set 
by the fabulous hares of  the CNY group. The only hiccup was that whilst this 
may be the Chinese New Year of  the Rat, you could have very well thought it was 
the Year of  the Dog as we had a furry friend join us for the entirety of  the run! 
Whilst more of  a hindrance than a help, it was nice to have some company and 
we hope he makes it back to his owners by Hari Raya. (His owner tracked him 
down at the runsite and so they were happily reunited...Ed.)
On on, Lucy
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5. A CFTF by W’Anchor saw Rupiah on ice. Apparently there was a dog on the 
run (see Lucy’s write up ...Ed). It turns out his name was Money and took a lik-
ing to Rupiah when it got back to Bee Gallery. Naturally W’Anchor was amused 
and stated that Rupiah should swap her old Money for the newer model and his 
one had four legs!!
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Pictures of  the evening 

6. The final icing was made by the GM on Take Care. As reported last week TC 
was unhappy the GM wasn’t there for his run so the GM used this time to apolo-
gise to him in person.
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9, Spermwhale 24, Miss Bollywood

February
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Funnies
Do you know how Moses makes his tea? Hebrews it!

A bacon sandwich walks into a bar and orders a whiskey.
“Sorry,” growls the bartender, “we don’t serve food here.”

How to achieve a beach body?
1. Have a body
2. Arrive at the beach.

Getting fat wasn’t my intention. It was a pure and clear snaccident.

I was kind of  bored lately so I decided to take up fencing.
But the neighbors are threatening to call the police unless I put it down again.

Does your wife scream when she is coming?
No, my wife has a key to the door.

Would you mind if  I took a picture of  you naked?
Sure, why not – if  it isn’t too cold for you here?

Why didn’t the toilet paper go down the water slide like everybody else?
Well, he got stuck in the crack.

Coffee is the silent victim in our house. It gets mugged every day.

They’re building a restaurant on Mars now. They say the food will be great, but 
they’re worried about a lack of  atmosphere.
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Invitation Runs

Closed
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


